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also senses the climate of the air and
position in such a way that it takes

maximum advantage of the breeze in order
to gain maximum speed. As it approaches

its destination, the whale expends a
significant amount of energy

(approximately five times its weight),
according to researchers at the Institute for
Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) in
Australia. "Long whale flights are usually
powered by their own fat reserves, which
are then consumed during the flight," says
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Aleksei Zuev, lead author of the study and
an IMAS doctoral student. "Whales seldom

go for long distances by flying—they
usually move gradually due to the fact that
they have limited energy resources—but
they can cover fairly long distances with
moderate speeds." Many of the longest

animal flight records have been preserved
by the North Atlantic right whale. The

largest whale on record at 10.55 m, or 35
ft., is believed to have been a pilot whale,

or member of the dolphin family. The
bigger the whale, the more energy it needs

to move, and the longer it would take to
consume its body weight in energy, the

researchers said. "In our study, the animal
had enough energy only to travel just over
one kilometer," Zuev said.#ifndef CAFFE
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